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plate near the boundary point (x, y)= (-a, 0) is in the same direction as the point load, but for parameter values ao < a < al, it goes the other way. Torbj6rn Lundh has assisted me with the computation of ao and al; they have the approximate values ao , 1.5933 and a 2.4716. Garabedian also calculates the deflection near the boundary point (0, 1), keeping the same point load as before, and
shows that a switch of direction occurs, but for a higher critical value of the parameter a. I believe the situation first described is the critical one for the ellipse, and that in fact, the Boggio-Hardamard conjecture does hold for ellipses of the above type, provided that 1 < a < ao. It should be mentioned that there is a much earlier paper by Boggio [3-1 dealing with the Dirichlet problem for A 2 on ellipses.
In later work associated with the Boggio-Hadamard conjecture, the focus seems to have been on finding counterexamples, which is exemplified by the more recent papers by Mitsuru Nakai and Leo Sario [20-1, and by Vladimir Kozlov, Vladimir Kondrat'ev, and Vladimir Maz'ya [17] . In [11] Alzl-2A, and the uniqueness of the associated Dirichlet problem. In Section 4,  we carry out the explicit computation of the functions U,,(z, ) for n 0, 1, 2, 3,..., and obtain an integral representation for the more general U(z, ). The formulas obtained may be useful for calculating other Green functions, such as those associated with the operators A(1-Izl2)-A. In Section 5, it is demonstrated that the functions U(z, ) may be expressed in terms of a certain function E(z, ). The function Eoo(z, ) is shown to be positive, which, by the nature of the relationship between U,(z, () and Eoo(z, ) immediately leads to the positivity of U(z, ). As before, let f be a simply connected bounded domain in the complex plane, but this time it should be star-shaped and have real analytic boundary. In Section 6, an ingenious idea due to Hadamard [9] , [10] is exploited to show that a clamped plate the shape of f bends (everywhere) in the direction of a point load, no matter where applied, once this is true at application points "infinitesimally" close to the boundary Of. The argument is sufficiently flexible to apply to weighted problems as well, and thus leads to a different proof of the positivity of U,(z, ). It is possible to getaeralize the method to higher dimensions and higher-order elliptic partial differential operators. This then yields a simpler proof of the positivity of the Green function for the operator (-A) on the unit ball of IR" than the one produced by Hayman and Korenblum [11] .
PER JAN H,KAN HEDENMALM
The positivity of U,(z, ) is applied in Section 7 to produce new factoring theorems for the Bergman L p spaces on the disk (see [7] , [12] , [13] , [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , [15] To see that the middle expression equals 0, we argue as follows. The function w is harmonic, thus Ow is holomorphic, and zOw is holomorphic, too. The conclusion that zOw(z) + Ow(z) is harmonic is immediate.
We proceed to check that any solution u to Alzl-2=Au-0 has the prescribed form. One obtains Izl-2Au h, where h is harmonic, that is, Au(z)= Izl2h(z). It is convenient to write h f + , where f and 9 are holomorphic, and 9(0) 0. The uniqueness result for the Dirichlet problem is as follows. Before we continue our computations, it is necessary to note the following fact, which will be used but not be explicitly mentioned in the sequel: if 2 > 0, and j, k are nonnegative integer, then We now present a formula giving U,(z, ) for integers n 0, 1, 2,...; the positivity of this function, however, is not completely obvious from the representation. Proof. Let us decide to write V,(z, () for the expression on the right-hand side. Since V,(., ) vanishes on the unit circle qr, it suffices to verify that, if we apply A to it, then we obtain (n + 1)ZlzlZ"(F(z, ) + H.(z, )). If we apply A to the expression z"+ "+ 12F(z, ), we get, after some computation, To get uniqueness for the solution to this problem, one needs to impose additional growth restrictions near infinity; however, it is not necessary here to go into detail on this matter.
Our next job is to find an explicit expression for Eoo(z, ) and verify that (5.4) holds. As the notation suggests, we get Eoo(z, ) by letting the integer n tend to ,,1 (J/n)-1( e-ZO/n)Imz)( e-ZtJ/n)Im) Re{et-/")t-b} n j=l + n-l(1 e-21mz) (1 e-21m) converges to the integral
(1 e-2tlmz)(1 e-2tlm) Re{ei{-t){z-b} dt/t 2e -lmz-lm (e 'lmz e-tlmz)(e tlm e-tlm) cos((1 t)(Re z Re ()) dt/t. There is another method to obtain the positivity of a biharmonic Green function, suggested by Hadamard in [9-1, [10] . The idea is to consider a continuous movement of the boundary, and calculate the change in the biharmonic Green function along the way. It should be pointed out that this idea of Hadamard has been largely neglected in subsequent developments.
We begin with a bounded simply connected domain f in the complex plane, having real analytic boundary, for simplicity. The Green function for the biharmonic operator A 2 on f, given clamped boundary conditions, is denoted by U(z, (; f). It can be checked that it is symmetric in the arguments z, (: U(z, ; f) U(, z; ) (see [8] ). By Green's theorem, (6.1) Az U(z, ; f)q,(z) aS(z) U(z, ; f)AzO(z) dS(z) U(z, ; n') U(z, ; n) f.,\.
By (6.2), this may be written as aU(z, ; n)acu(, ; n') dS().
(6.4) U(z, ; n') U(z, ; n) (F(, z; fl) + H(, z; fl))(F(, '; fl') + H(, ; iT)) as().
At this point, we introduce a family of regions f(t), depending on the parameter [0, 1] in a C fashion; these regions are to expand as increases. Furthermore, we assume f(0)= , f(t) for 0 < < 1, and that all the regions t2(t) (for 0 < < 1) are subject to the requirements imposed earlier on .T he condition that f(t) depend on in a C way has not been spelled out in detail; the reader may use whatever definition he sees fit, and check that the reasoning below is permitted. It is convenient to assume implicit in this requirement that the intersection of all f(t), 0 < < 1, be finite. If, for 0 < < 1, we plug f f(t) and
